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That is a Gem of a Book Awesome coverage of the early years of barber shops in America.
The photos are excellent. The advertisements of barber chairs, poles, razors, etc are all here.
Tons of interesting characters and stories are within this function.! 20th centuries. This book
make you feel like back good old days at the barber shop!!! Why have our people -- and other
males -- provided up the luxury of old period barber shop pampering. The amazing barber
shop book exactly like good old days!! This book includes a complete history of barber shops
back in its history machine beginning in 1860 thru 1960 which contains a huge selection of
pictures and photos of barber shop products and advertisements like hair lotions, shaving
creams, shaving lotions, barber chairs, hand hair clippers, shaving razors plus much more! The
book is a period machine! Great to relive a few of my best moments with my father.! what a
great book!!!!!!!!! Just how many guys have another person shave their faces for them now?!!
Just how many wrap their faces in warmed towels to loosen issues up?! THE BEAUTIFUL
World of Barbering The book shares a very interesting reminder of days gone by and the
history of barbering through the 19th & a publication that takes us back again to the early
humble start of the barbershop. We mainly because barbers need to bring back again the
same old school work of the craft into enjoy. This book give us the real service and this is of
the barbershop. Five Stars wonderful book A real time machine! Could almost smell the
aftershave my father used to use. My dad was a barber, he proved helpful to help customers
to getting great clean shave and great hair cuts. He started to worked at the barber store since
1952 thru 1968. It clarifies why barber poles can be found, why there have been shaving mugs,
and why those customs allowed gentlemen of these times to relax and revel in their shave,
their haircut, and their pampering. Superb book!
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